Application of CCWT to evaluate the integrity of deep foundation
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to present an alternate signal processing approach to
improve the evaluation of the integrity of pile foundation. This approach analyzes the
amplitude and phase message of complex continuous wavelet transform from the data
obtained from sonic echo testing data. It is much easy to determine pile length or
defects of pile foundations by analyzing the time-frequency-phase angle diagram in
different frequency band. Various piles were installed and tested to verify the proposed
approach in this study. The results shows that complex continuous wavelet transform
(CCWT) is able to not only provide high resolution results in different frequency bands
but also simplifies the identification of the reflection of signals using 3D phase
spectrogram. They are very helpful to insight into the integrity of deep foundation.
1. INTRODUCTION
There are many non-destructive techniques with signal processing methods that
can be used to evaluate the pile length of an unknown pile foundation, such as the
sonic echo (SE) method (Olson and Wright, 1989), the impulse response (IR) method
(Davis 2003; Finno and Gassman, 2003; Hola and Schabowicz, 2010; Lin et al., 1991;
Kim, 2002), a continuous wavelet transform (Ni et al., 2008),, the Hilbert-Huang
transform (Bouden et al., 2012) , and the Wigner-Ville Distribution (Ni et al., 2007), etc.,
which are used mostly to determine the length or integrity of a pile (Ni, et al., 2008). It is
not easy to find the length of the long pile by traditional reflection method and signal
processing analysis due to the energy of reflected stress wave fades with the wave
travel path during the testing. Ni et al. (2008, 2012) performed a series of tests using
continuous wavelet transform (CWT) with piles that were not yet installed in soil, and
the results were prominent. However, the method failed to detect the reflection signal
from defects and pile tip after the piles were installed into the soil since the reflection
signal becomes to be faded, especially for a long pile. Park and Kim (2001, 2006) used
harmonic wavelet analysis of wave (HWAW) with SE method to find reflection signals of
different mode numerically. Li, et al. (2007) used one-dimensional complex continuous
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wavelet transform (CCWT) to
t determin
ne the pile length and defects. However, they did
not lookk into the
e phase and
a
lack m
more prac
ctical case
es and deetails to verify the
applicab
bility of the
eir method
d. Ni, et a
al. (2017) tried to us
se the phaase relatio
onship of
signal ffrom comp
plex contin
nuous wavvelet trans
sform (CC
CWT) to ddetermine the pile
defects. Ni, et al. (2017) also
a
used the phase
e relations
ship of siggnal from complex
continuo
ous wavele
et transform
m (CCWT) to determine the pile
e length.
The purpose of this pap
per is to prrovide case
e studies of
o a signal processing
g
approacch that dete
ermines the integrity of pile from
m the SE method
m
by using the threedimensio
onal (3D) phase
p
angle spectrog
gram obtaiined from the
t CCWT
T analysis. The
CCWT iss one type
e of wavele
et signal prrocessing technique.
t
The CCW
WT was use
ed to
decompose a sing
gle time domain signa
al into seve
eral time domain signnals of diffe
erent
frequenccies. These
e decompo
osed time domain sig
gnals also contain phhase angle
e
informattion that allows one to determin
ne the frequency of re
eflected waave amplitude to
perform the phase
e angle view
wing.
2. METH
HODOLOG
GY
2.1
1 Sonic Eccho method
d
Th
he tradition
nal SE testt method p
provides a way to de
etermine thhe pile len
ngth from
reflection waves in
n piles. It determines
d
s the locatio
on of impe
edance chaange by fin
nding the
etween direct wave and reflec
ction wave from impaact pulse using its
time diffference be
time hisstory curve
e. The sche
ematic dra
awing of th
his test is shown in 오류! 참조
조 원본을
찾을 수 없습니다...

Fig. 1 Sch
hematic drrawing of a sonic ech
ho pile test
actice, the
e low-strain
n integrity testing of foundationn piles invo
olves the
In current pra
esults from
m the SE method. The
T
SE me
ethod has been widely used
interprettation of re
since it doesn’t require
r
any
y great am
mount of preparatio
on or exceessively ex
xpensive
equipment. The tech
hnique is a
an example
e of impac
ct hammer testing, where
w
the
testing e
response of a pile head to
o an instrrumented hammer blow
b
is meeasured while
w
the
moveme
ent of the pile head
d is record
ded with an
a accelerrometer (oor geophon
ne). The
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reflected wave/signal is the wave traveling from the pile head to the pile tip, which then
reflects the pile head in the intact pile. In the case of known velocity, based on the onedimensional wave propagation theory, the pile length can then be calculated by the
travel time required for one round trip of a wave.
2.2 Complex Wavelet Transform
A wavelet transform analysis is a time-frequency analysis of a signal. It is widely
used in different engineering fields. One major advantage provided by wavelet
transform (WT) is the ability to perform a local analysis, i.e., to analyze only a section
with a long duration signal. The WT method has been found particularly useful when
analyzing periodic, noisy, intermittent, and transient signals.
Consider a real or complex-value continuous-time function  ( t ) with two
properties (Daubechies, 1992, Grossmann and Morlet, 1984). The function integrates
to zero, and its square integral, or, equivalent, has finite energy. The function  (t) is
called a mother wavelet, or wavelet if it satisfies these two properties. Let f (t ) be any
square integral function. The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) with respect to a
wavelet  (t) is defined as
W a, b 
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Where a and b are real and * denotes the complex conjugate. The  a,b (t ) is set as
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Then, combining Equation (1) and (2), yields

W a , b  







f (t ) a , b (t ) dt

(3)

Based on theory and a performance comparison, WTs based on several complex
functions, e.g. Gaussian or Morlet functions, are suitable for signal analyses since they
can achieve excellent time and frequency concentrations and are able to track the
frequency trends at the local time better than other functions (Grossmann and Morlet,
1984). In this study, the complex Morlet functions will be used to analyze the signal
obtained from SE test. The truncated complex Morlet function
, as shown in Fig. 2,
is given by the Matlab Wavelet-Toolbox (Misiti et al., 2015):
∗

(4)

,

Where fb is a bandwidth parameter. fc is a wavelet center frequency. The equation (3)
∗
can be written as
,
. Then, the instantaneous phase
,
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angle

(a, b) of W(a, b) ca
an be calcu
ulated as follows:

(a,b)  arrctan(

WI (a
a,b)
),
WR(a
a,b)

(5)

Where WI(a, b) an
nd WR(a, b)) are the im
maginary part
p and the
e real part of W(a, b),
respectivvely.

Fig. 1 Dis
splay of co
omplex Morlet functio
on (fb=1, fc=
=0.5)
Fro
om above equations
s, the CCW
WT uses two
t
real wavelets
w
inn the real part and
imaginary part to transform
m signals a
at the sam
me time and
a
then oobtain the wavelet
coefficie
ents. The real
r
part and imagina
ary part off a comple
ex wavelet are orthog
gonal. In
contrastt to a real wavelet transform,
t
which onlly obtains the signa l amplitude in one
space, tthe CCWT provides additional
a
phase ang
gle messag
ge in two oorthogonall spaces.
Then, th
he four basic figures
s, the real part, the imaginary
i
part, the aamplitude, and the
phase a
angle are obtained
o
with
w the CC
CWT, whic
ch is helpfful to moree accurately detect
the signal.
de from wa
avelet tran sform is a magnitude of signaal intensity which is
The amplitud
onal to the
e square root
r
of refflected ene
ergy. Whe
en the struucture has obvious
proportio
interface
e or defects, the significant amp
plitude cha
ange of inte
erface possition is obs
served in
the amp
plitude spectrum. The
e phase an
ngle is a continuous
c
measure in the phase angle
spectrum
m. Its characteristic is regardl ess of the
e intensity of the refflected ene
ergy, the
phase change can
n be displayed. It is a continuou
us phase angle
a
if thee wave pro
opagation
in an iso
otropic and
d homogen
neous med
dium. In the case of abnormal position, there is a
significa
ant change in phase angle
a
specctrum and its position
n can be deetermined..
In the comple
ex Gaussian motherr function figures
f
des
scribed abbove, the maximum
m
de corresponds to the location where the
e phase an
ngle is –π to π. At th
his point,
amplitud
the loca
al minimum
m real partt and its ccorrespond
ding imagin
nary part iis 0. As th
he signal
transform
ms with th
he motherr function, when the
e wavelet coefficientts and the
e mother
4

wavelet results are
e in phase, the local maximum
m amplitude
e occurs att a phase angle
a
–π
to π.
3. TEST
TING MAT
TERIAL AN
ND EQUIP
PMENT
3.1
1 Testing Material
M
T
Two six-me
eter-long precast
p
ho
ollow piles with outside diametters of 30 cm and
inside diameters of
o 17 cm, and
a two lon
ng, drilled piles with the same ddiameters of 1.5 m
and leng
gths of 34
4 m, and 53 m werre verified by the in-situ SE teesting with
h CCWT
approacch. The detailed inforrmation of these four piles is shown
s
in T
Table 1. Piile A is a
intact pille while pille C is with
h two man--made deffects. The pile
p C has two 10 cm
m circular
defects located 3.3 m and 5.1m
5
from pile top. Their
T
defec
cted areass are 5% and
a 20%,
respectivvely. The two differe
ent long pilles, pile #1
1 and #2, were fully cased drillled piles
construccted for a bridge foundation. T
The testing picture in the consttruction sitte for the
drilled p
pile is show
wn in Fig.. 3. Usual ly, each pile
p was hit three tim
mes. All measured
m
signal re
esponses of the geo
ophone we
ere stored in a comp
puter. The signals were
w
then
analyzed
d using the
e CCWT method.
m

Fig
g. 3 Typica l photo of in-situ
i
SE test
Table
e 1 Characcteristics off the drilled
d pile.
Pile no.
Pile type
Velocitty (m/s) Piile length (m) Pile ddiameter* (m)
(
Prrecast hollo
ow
D
Do = 0.3,
P
PC-A
65**
6
436
co
oncrete pile
D
Di = 0.18
Prrecast hollo
ow
D
Do = 0.3,
P
PC-C
428
82**
6
co
oncrete pile
D
Di = 0.18
#1
drilled pile
400
00***
38
1.5
#2
drilled pile
400
00***
53
1.5
* - Do is ou
utside diam
meter while Di is inside diameter.
** - Measu
ured, *** - Assumed.
5

3.2
2 Testing Equipment
E
In orderr to obtain
n high-qua
ality signals for an in-situ sonnic echo test, the
optimal configuratiion of the hammer
h
fo
orce source
e, sensor and
a signal capture fa
acility are
needed.. A typical set of equ
uipment iss shown in
n Fig. 4. Th
he equipm
ment consis
sts of an
instrume
ented impa
act hammer, geoph
hone senso
ors, and a computeer-controlle
ed signal
capturerr/analyzer. In this tes
st program
m, a geophone with a natural frrequency of
o 4.5 Hz
was use
ed. A dyna
amic signa
al analyze
er was use
ed to capture the siignal. The impulse
hammerr with a we
eight of 22.3 N or 53 .4 N (5 lbs
s o12 lbs) was
w used tto create the
t pulse
source. The transient force was
w applied
d to the su
urface of the pile headd.

Fig. 4 Se
etup of equ
uipment forr the sonic echo test
4. ANA
ALYSIS ME
ETHOD AN
ND TEST R
RESULTS
4.1
1 Analysis Method
Ass described
d in Sectio
on 2.1, the
e pile leng
gth L can be calculaated from the time
domain using the doubled travel time ffrom the to
op to the bottom afte r the SE method
m
is
performe
ed. Howevver, if the CCWT in the time-frrequency domain
d
annd the phase angle
spectrum
m at the frequency
f
nding to th
he maximu
um amplituude are used,
u
the
correspon
length of the pile (L) can be combined
c
and written
n as follow
wing:

L

1
 c  t
2

(6)

Where c is the wave
w
velo
ocity, t is the double trave
el time froom top to bottom,
calculate
ed from phase
p
spe
ectrum at the freque
ency corre
esponding to the maximum
m
amplitud
de in the CCWT
C
amp
plitude specctrogram.
To find the in
ntegrity of pile,
p
the wa
avelet coefficient in the
t time-freequency domain of
the sign
nal is of interest. The
T
variatiion of the
e coefficient indicatees that th
he signal
frequenccy contentt possible interface cchanged in some po
ositions. M
Meanwhile,, it could
also be localized by the time history i nformation
n. Usually, these disccontinuities cannot
erved from
m an exam
mination o
of the stru
uctural res
sponse in solely a time or
be obse
frequenccy domain in a long pile beca use of the
e faint refle
ected enerrgy. Howev
ver, they
6

are detectable from the distribution of the wavelet coefficients (or amplitude) obtained
by the CCWT in the time-frequency domain and phase spectrum at the frequency
corresponding to the maximum energy.
4.2 Test Results
In time domain the echo signal is so weak that it is difficult to use the traditional
time-domain analysis method to determine the arrival time or maximum amplitude of
the reflected P-wave. In contrast, through the proposed method, the clear time position
of reflected wave is obtained by applying the 3D amplitude spectrogram and the 3D
phase angle spectrogram. Then, the length of the pile is calculated using the
aforementioned steps.
Pile A
The typical time history signal obtained is shown in Fig. 5a and the suggested
procedure to evaluate the length of the pile will be illustrated as follows. A threedimensional time-frequency-amplitude diagram (simply called 3D amplitude
spectrogram) need to be first plotted as shown in Fig. 5b and then the corresponding
3D phase angle spectrogram (the three-dimensional time-phase angle-frequency
relationship) is plotted in Fig. 5c. The magnitude of the phase angle is presented in the
manner of the gray level image. The white color is 180 degree (
of phase angle
and black color is – 180 degree (of phase angle in the gray level image of 3D
phase angle spectrogram. Noting that the two energy concentration points are located
at the shifting line of phase angle from πto-π in the 3D phase angle spectrum (see Fig.
5c). Variations in the phase angle with time (simply called a phase angle diagram) for
the frequency corresponded to the maximum (or peak) amplitude are plotted in Fig. 5d.
As shown in Fig. 5c, the maximum amplitude of the pile head could be located
about 1.8 msec while that of the tip location at about 4.6 msec. The reflection signal of
the pile head and the tip were obvious. In addition, the main frequency bandwidth of the
maximum amplitude value exists at about 928 Hz. The amplitude gradually decays from
the lower to the higher frequency at the pile head and the pile tip.
Lines A and B shown in Fig. 5b are the lines passing the two energy concentration
points. The travel time of wave (∆t= tB-line – tA-line = 2.816 ms) can be calculated from
Figs. 5c or 5d. Time tA-line and time tB-line correspond to the locations of the time points
along lines A and B in the phase angle diagram. The time between the two lines is the
doubled travel time for the wave propagating from the pile top to the pile tip. The length
of the pile could then be calculated with the known stress wave propagation speed,
which was measured before the pile was installed in the ground. The length of the pile
was calculated to be 6.15 meters using Eqn. (6) (i.e. L = 1/2*4365*2.816/1000 = 6.15
m). This result was very close to the true length of 6 meters.
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Fig. 5 Te
est result of
o a PC pile
e (a) Time history ob
btained from
m SE test ((b) 3D amp
plitude
sp
pectrogram
m (c) 3D ph
hase angle
e spectrogrram (d) Va
ariations in the phase
e angle
w
with time att 928 Hz
Pile C
The test and analyzing the result of pile C is
s shown in Fig. 6. Thhe length of the pile
o wave forr a round trip)
can be ccalculated from the time differe nce (the trravel time of
between
n point A and point B using equ
uation (6). The
T length
h of pile is 55.88 meterrs using
equation
n (14) for th
he travel time t = 2
2.747 ms.
The
ere are pre
eset two de
efects in thiis pile. The
e specific frequency ((976 Hz an
nd 1584
Hz) of tu
urning poin
nt D and F are selecte
ed to plot the
t phase diagram (ssee Fig. 6d
d and
6e). The
e locations of the defe
ects can th
hen be calc
culated from the timee difference
e
between
n maximum
m amplitude (MA) poiint K and in
nverting ph
hase anglee change (IIPAC)
point C(1.435 ms) and E(1.9
973 ms) us ing equatio
on (6), resp
pectively. T
The locatio
ons of
defects are found at 3.07 m (i.e. L = 1/2
2*4282*1.4
435/1000 = 3.07 m) aand 4.22 m (i.e. L
= 1/2*42
282*1.973//1000 = 4.2
22 m), resp
pectively.
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Fig. 6 Te
est result of
o pile no. C (a) Time
e history ob
btained from
m SE test (b) 3D amplitude
sp
pectrogram
m of test (c
c) 3D phas e spectrog
gram of tes
st (d) Variaation of pha
ase
angle with time
t
at 976
6 Hz (e) Va
ariation of phase
p
angle with tim e at 1584 Hz
Pile #1
The time history for Pile #1 obtained
d from the
e SE test is shown in Fig. 7a
a. When
g the CCW
WT, the incid
dent wave from the pile
p top and
d the refleccted wave from the
applying
pile botttom forms one energ
gy concenttration poin
nt in the 3D
D amplitudde spectrog
gram, as
shown in
n Fig. 7b. Its 3D pha
ase angle sspectrogra
am is plotte
ed in Fig. 110c. Lines A and B
are the lines passsing – 180 degree (off phase an
ngle pointss shown in
n Fig. 7d.
The dou
ubled trave
el time of wave
w
(∆t = tB-line – tA-line = 18.8
80 ms) cann be obtain
ned from
Fig. 7d. The length
h of the pile is calcula
ated to be 37.60 m (i.e. L = 1/22*4000*18.80/1000
m), whicch is very close
c
to the
e design le
ength of 38
8 meters.
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Fig. 7 R
Results of CCWT
C
ana
alysis of p ile #1 (a) Time histo
ory obtaineed from SE
E test (b)
3D amplitud
de spectrog
gram (c) 3D phase angle
a
specttrogram
Pile #2
The time
e history for
f Pile #2
2 obtained from the SE test is
s shown inn Figure 8a. When
applying
g the CCW
WT, the incid
dent wave from the pile
p top and
d the refleccted wave from the
pile botttom forms one energ
gy concenttration poin
nt in the 3D
D amplitudde spectrog
gram, as
shown in
n Fig. 8b. Its
I 3D phase angle sspectrogram
m is plotted
d in Fig. 8cc. Line A is
s the line
passing – 180 deg
gree (of ph ase angle points and
d Line B iss the line passing
p
0
of phase angle
a
(grav
vel layer) sshown in Fig. 8d. The
e doubled ttravel time
e of wave
degree o
(∆t = tB--line – tA-linee = 25.90 ms) can be obtaine
ed from either Fig. 88c or Fig. 8d. The
length o
of pile is calculated to
t be 51.8
80 m (i.e. L = 1/2*40
000*25.90//1000 m), which is
very closse to the design
d
leng
gth of 53 m
meters.
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Results of CCWT
C
ana
alysis of p ile #2 (a) Time histo
ory obtaineed from SE
E test (b)
Fig. 8 R
3D amplitud
de spectrog
gram (c) 3D phase angle
a
specttrogram
The statistica
al results of
o the three
e piles are organized
d in Table 22. As show
wn in the
table, th
he errors off pile lengtth are with in 3%. Its coefficient of variatioon is aboutt 0.4% or
less, so the dispersion of da
ata is sma
all and the resulting accuracy
a
iss good. Th
his result
nts that the
e accuracy
y and conssistency off pile length
h are not aaffected by
y the pile
represen
with som
me defectss or the inc
crease of p
pile length. The results obtaineed are goo
od for the
general purpose of
o enginee
ering. More
eover, the
e length off constructted pile may
m
differ
from de
esigned len
ngth due to
t the erro
or of wave
e velocity assumed of the pile
e. These
reasons may causse the errorrs in the evvaluation of
o the true pile
p length .
gths and flaws evalua
ated and errors
e
comparing withh those designed
Table 2 Pile leng

Pile no. Pile Length (m) E
Error (%)
A
#1
#2

37.60
51.80

2.50
-1.10
-2.26

C

5.8
88

-2.00

6.1
15
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Flaw Lo
ocation
(m
m)
NA
A
NA
A
NA
A
3.0
07
4.2
22

Error (%)
NA
NA
NA
-7.0
-17.2

5. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from this case study.
1. The errors of pile length evaluation are within 2.5%.
2. The locations of deflect can be identified using time difference in phase diagram, and
the errors are within 17.2%.
3. The suitability and applicability of this CCWT approach are verified by the in-situ
testing of two six-meter-long precast hollow piles, and two long, drilled piles with
lengths of 34 m, and 53 m, respectively.
4. The advantage of this approach is that even a weak and faintly reflected wave from
the pile tip of a long pile can be easily identified using the time difference in the 3D
phase angle spectrogram which is a superior as compared to the traditional SE
method, IR method, or other 3D imaging methods.
5. It can reduce the man-made error, and it improves the accuracy of determination of
the length of the pile.
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